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Abstract
The Frontera Experiment is a live performance that took place on the
University of Colorado, Boulder campus that simulated an abstraction of a
border crossing to facilitate various outcomes of an attempt to cross the
southern US border. It brings an abstraction of the stakes and possibilities of
border crossing to a privileged area where a majority of the student population
feels that their university experience is a route to a better life. Additionally, six
people lay down near the border to represent those who have died crossing the
border. The Frontera Experiment invites students to experience being denied
entry to a safe continuation of their life, or unquestionably granted access while
others are denied, while being faced with traces of those who died trying. The
Frontera experiment aims to evoke empathy with immigrants and refugees who
are being denied entry to the United States because of racism and xenophobia.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The performance took place near the field by Baker Hall and the Duane
Physics and Astrophysics building at CU Boulder from 1:45-1:52 PM, a busy high
traffic time and area on campus. One female biracial performer dressed as a
secret service agent monitored the area on campus, blocking entry with black
and white striped construction tape. Student moving away from campus were

allowed through without question, representing the United States and how most
U.S. citizens can move through borders with relative ease.

Figure 1: Type of tape used to construct border

Students moving toward campus were told they could not enter. If they asked
why, the performer said to protect from contamination, a metaphor for the
white supremacist fear of contaminating the U.S. with brown bodies. Live bodies
lying on the concrete under the tape represented the deaths that occur everyday
due to unsafe border crossings. The performance was meant to last until 2:00,
when the passing period ended, but because someone called the police, the
performance only lasted until 1:52.

Figure 2: Secret service agent costume with
black heels and sunglasses

ART AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The Frontera Experiment investigates the disruption of space and flow of
the quotidian, the performance of authority, the audience as performers, and the
power of arbitrary categorizations of people based on location relative to an
arbitrary border. It aims to answer the question: Can an artistic simulation of a
border crossing in the Americas on a predominately white campus elicit critical
thinking about 45’s racist and xenophobic views on immigrants and immigration
policy? This project draws on the work of several artists and scholars. In
Enactments of Power: The Politics of Performance Space, Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o
proposes that the power of performance lays in its “magnetic fields of tensions
and conflicts” (12). It “becomes a magic sphere made still by its own motion-but
it is potentially explosive, or rather, it is poised to explode” (13). This

performance has the potential to create immense discomfort and frustration for
people passing through it, which may lead to an explosion of discussion or
action. It also may not explode, but may influence different spheres such as
classroom discussions, personal discussions with friends or family members, or
actions that directly or indirectly help immigrants and perceptions of
immigrants. Thiong’o refers to these smaller scale possibilities of influence as
the ignition of other fields, which is an outcome I would be happy with. Jacque
Ranciére believes that art is capable of reorganizing what is visible and invisible
(The Distribution of the Sensible 10). Further, his fifth thesis on politics in
Dissensus suggests that politics inherently involves addressing those who have
not been counted (33). The Frontera Experiment draws on this idea by
incorporating a representation of those who have died crossing the border,
many of whom are not found or claimed. These people are also unacknowledged
in discourse on immigration policies, thereby invisibilzing the desperation and
precarious circumstances that many hopeful immigrants experience. In Theater
of the Oppressed, Augusto Boal aims to break from the Western tradition of the
passive audience (25). I aim to subvert the passive audience by creating a
scenario in which the unsuspecting audience becomes the performer simply by
trying to pass through the border that will be created.
Further, Diana Taylor’s Performance refers to the audience as “spectactors,” suggesting that performance can erase the boundaries between the
public and the spectator (51). The Frontera Experiment entertains both ideas of

making the audience the performers, and also making the public spectators and
actors. In Taylor’s The Archive and the Repertoire, she posits that performance
can be an epistemology, a way of knowing (2). This particular performance
follows this line of thought, as the audience is invited to perform as a way of
knowing, rather than being lectured to or verbally communicated with. They are
invited to embody a precarious situation in which they may be denied access to
something they need to continue their life.
The component that involves live horizontal bodies representing the loss
of those who died in the process of crossing the border is a choice that was
inspired by María José Contreras’ #quererNOver. In this performance piece she
recruited 1,210 Chilean citizens, representing each person who disappeared
during the dictatorship, to lie down on Santiago’s main avenue on the
fourteenth anniversary of the coup d’état on September 11, 1973 (Taylor 20).

Figure 3: María José Contreras’ #quererNOver on September 10, 2013.

RATIONAL
The 45th President’s views on immigration and refugees stem from fear,
racism, nationalism and xenophobia. After his first months in office he has
implemented a travel ban that prohibits Muslims from entering the U.S. and has
closed U.S. doors to Syrian refugees, claiming that they may be America’s Trojan
horse. He has confirmed intentions to move forward with building a wall on the
U.S. Mexico Border, and has instilled a police state in sanctuary cities as he
moves forward with his impossible goal to deport all “illegal” immigrants. He
perpetuates stereotypes of Latino immigrants as useless and alien “rapists” and
“bad hombres,” as well as fear based, discriminatory responses toward nonWesterners. This quest for absolute power at the expense of human lives
ultimately stems from a lack of empathy, which includes categorizing people as
“other” based on physical and cultural differences. Those who support 45’s
policies and fear mongering have an empathic block. The Frontera Experiment
attempts to evoke empathy in a privileged area where the border is out of sight
by simulating a border crossing, which involves categorizing people based on an
arbitrary border, and granting or denying their access or exit based their
positioning. The public will also encounter bodies, representing those who die
crossing the border.
The first performance will take place at CU Boulder, a place where most
students believe that getting an education is a pathway toward a better life. The
Frontera Experiment attempts to create a situation in which students can be

denied access to continuing their education based on their positioning relative
to the border, or in other words, denied an exit from their otherwise precarious
lives. In the process they are faced with traces of those who have died pursing
the opportunities that they are able to take advantage of everyday.
The organizers ensured that the performance would take place in an area
where there are alternate (indirect and more difficult) paths that students can
take to their classes. One performer dressed in secret service type clothing
monitored the exit/entrance, granting unquestionable access to those moving
away from campus and denying access to those moving toward campus.
The location and set up of the performance faces people who are coming
through with the options of finding a different path, going back to where they
came from, or ignoring the authority of the border and risking punishment.
Immigrants who die trying are often unacknowledged, unknown or ignored by
those who want to keep the United States “pure.” If people knew about the
hopeful immigrants who risk their lives crossing the border, would they agree
with 45’s agenda? Would they continue to support building a wall? What if they
experienced first hand what it feels like to be denied access or exit based on
their position relative to an arbitrary border?
The Frontera Experiment draws on Diane Taylor’s view on performance as
epistemology. This project assumes that creating a situation where people
perform as hopeful immigrants, as people who are subject to denial of an exit or
continuation, is more impactful than delivering the message of empathy through

words, writing, or some other method. This piece also considers Jacque
Ranciére’s view on art’s capacity to reorganize the visible, and politics as
inherently involving addressing the uncounted. This project makes the struggle
of hopeful immigrants visible and acknowledges the uncounted that lost their
lives trying to get to the other side. The hopeful outcome of this project is based
on Ngugi Wa Thiong'o’s belief that the power of performance resides in it
creation of tension and conflict, which has the potential to explode or ignite mini
explosions in other fields. The Frontera Experiment creates a point of tension
that has the potential to explode into heated dialogue about immigration or the
urgent impulse to take political action. If it does not explode, it may filter into
other areas of power such as classrooms, families, social networks, internal
dialogue, or immigrant and refugee centered volunteer work. At the very least,
my hope is that it will invite the participants to consider empathic perspectives
on immigration.
METHODOLOGY
The project took about three weeks to complete from inception to
materialization. It required recruiting six performers to lie down on the
concrete, ordering the construction tape, finding someone to video/document
the performance, and purchasing/assembling costumes the authority figure. The
original intended structure of the performance was simplified, and time was
needed to process and modify the experiment to its present form.

REFLECTION ON OUTCOMES
Choreography of the Space
The most immediate outcome of the performance was a novel
choreography of bodies in the space. I, the authority figure, monitored one end
of the tape while the dancers lying on the concrete were on the opposite end.
The tape was secured to two rails. I motioned with my hand for those moving
away from campus to come through, and closed the barrier to those going
toward campus, telling them they needed to find another way. If they asked why,
I said we were protecting from contamination. Most of the people who were
denied access respected my performed authority and the authority of the tape.
Most people went over or under the surrounding railing to get to where they
were going, or backtracked and went a completely different route. Some bike
riders took a completely different route while others carried their bikes over the
railing. A few people went under the tape, unfazed by my authority and the
authority of the border but making the choice to not destroy it.

Figure 4: The experiment at its location, thirty seconds in to the performance. The
people on the left were denied access and are heading to climb over the railing.

A few people stood and observed. One person continued asking questions. The
only lines I allowed myself to say were “we are protecting from contamination,”
“you need to find another path,” “you can come through,” and “you cannot come
through here.” When I continued to repeat the same answers to each of his
questions he started questioning the dancers laying down, asking if they were
okay, to which they did not respond. He proceeded to call the police and stayed
in the area until the performance was dismantled.

Figure 5: Man on the right calls the cops after asking the dancers if they are okay.

I continued the performance through his call, until he started telling the
police our location, which was about six minutes through. When I called that it
was over, still in character, the dancers ran away immediately, and the man
asked for my name. In character, I told him it was none of his business. He told
the police that the students are okay and that I was no longer blocking the path.
He walked away and I quickly changed my costume just incase anyone else was
called to address the disturbance.

Student Reactions
Students who were granted access and invited in were very appreciative
and expressed their gratitude for being let it. It seems that they felt their
privilege, especially when they also noticed that people on the other side were
not being allowed to cross. Once they got through the barrier they continued on
their normal path, looking at the bodies as they passed without looking back.
Students who were denied access had different responses. Some found a
different path without engaging further with me, while others asked why they
couldn’t cross or expressed frustration. One person said “You are killing me right
now.” Another on a bike pleaded for access because she was late for a class, and
was very upset when I continued to tell her she could not cross. Many who were
denied access stood back away from the performance and observed it,
discussing the situation with their friends, expressing their confusion and
disturbance.
The person who called the police was at first very curious about the
situation. He asked me if it was a psychology experiment, to which I responded
that we are protecting against contamination. He asked me if the people lying on
the floor were okay and I again told him that we are protecting from
contamination. When he told me he was calling the police and I did not respond
to this comment, he walked away from me but stayed in the area. I am under the
impression that he truly believed it was a psychology experiment that was
testing bystander intervention. Perhaps he did not want to be like all of the

others and simply look the other way when it seemed that someone was being
hurt while an authority figure was present. He wanted to be the one person who
would do something about it. Or perhaps because I was not entertaining his
question he was afraid that something was actually wrong with the people lying
on the concrete. In hindsight I wish I had told him that the police were already
aware of the situation to see if that would have changed his response, and also
perhaps to buy the performance more time.
My Reaction
Before embarking on this role as authority figure I was fearful of
confrontations, especially with men who may be threatened by a female
authority figure. To ease my anxiety I decided to be mostly non-verbal with my
directions and limit myself to a few lines. I was surprised that most people
obeyed my authority to find another path to get across, and I think it mostly had
to do with my dress, but also with communicating directly, without a
conversational tone and without emotion. If I had the same lines and tone, but
were wearing dance clothes, I highly doubt that anyone would have listened to
me, and there likely would have been more volatile interactions.
I felt at ease with letting people in, but in conflict with myself for telling
people they couldn’t come through. I felt particular guilt when the person was
clearly a minority, who I assumed had experienced being denied access to
opportunity in their lives because of their physical appearance or where they
come from. I felt much less guilty for denying access to seemingly white

students. I wonder if that is both white guilt and anger toward white privilege
coming through. I may have both because of being a bi-racial person.
I am typically a conversational and empathetic listener, so to be short and
direct with my words led to a result I hadn’t experienced before. When the girl
on the bike pleaded to come through because she was late to class, and I simply
responded with “no, you need to find another path,” and she asked again and I
gave her the same response, she rather quickly gave up and left. It was the same
with others who asked me questions. Giving them short and direct answers
without catering to their feelings made them disengage very quickly. Now I
understand the coldness that authority figures sometimes have. To cater to
emotions gets in the way of their job. And overtime they likely become
desensitized to people’s emotions, allowing them to do their job more
effectively. I could also see how this, and the respect that authoritative clothes
demand, could lead to a power trip for the average Jo who throws on a suit and
is suddenly respected.
When friends or students of mine were coming through the border is
when I became the most distracted. My friend from the dance department
recognized the people laying on the concrete and me, and was very sweet and
chatty toward me. I had to work extra hard to respond to her without breaking
my role, and it was while she was passing through, away from campus, that
some people moving toward campus slipped through the space I provided for
those coming from the other side.

I started the experiment before all of the dancers arrived, so they were
not sure where to lie. They followed the lead of one, who I instructed to lay in
the grass so that the ones who climbed over the railing would encounter her.
Shortly after they lay in the grass together, they whispered to me, asking if I
wanted them to lie on the concrete. I was afraid that I would break my character
and would be unable to return to it, so I did not respond to them. They made the
collective choice to lie on the concrete, which I was thankful for, because their
bodies were more visible. I am struck by my choice to not acknowledge them, so
in a way I was proving my own point, that those who have died crossing the
border are unacknowledged, invisibilized, and not considered when immigration
bills are being written.
What did it do?
The clearest result of this experiment was a novel choreography of bodies
in space due to the acknowledgment and respect of the barrier and my
performed authority. Attention was drawn to the bodies on the concrete. In the
video documentation of the performance, almost every single head turns toward
the bodies on the concrete at some point before, during, or after the crossing.
Social media captured the experiment via Snapchat, and both pictures were of
the bodies on the concrete. The captions did not indicate an understanding of
the intention to visibilize the lives that end during border crossings, but clearly
did draw attention.

Figure 6: Photo from CU Boulder Snapchat
on April 26, 2017

The experiment did achieve the goal of getting people to reroute their path, turn
back, or ignore the authority of the border completely. Because of the
spontaneous placement of the bodies, not many people had to step over them, so
the goal of encountering the bodies an obstacles to get past was not achieved.
The decision to allow one side unquestionable access while denying
access to another is an abstraction of what is happening at the U.S. Mexico
border. The border is easily permeated by U.S. citizens and is heavily guarded
for Mexican citizens. It was clear that there was a division in terms of which side
had privilege, but unclear if the participants understood the metaphor.
While it is clear that many of the participants experienced upset,
inconvenience, and frustration, feelings that many immigrants likely experience,

it is unclear if the participants connected these feelings to those of immigrants. I
don’t think this experiment achieved the goal of producing empathy, but it
certainly created disruption and confusion, and caused enough concern for a
person to call the police. We should be bothered and confused by the death,
racism, exploitation and discrimination that happen at the border, but the police
cannot solve this problem. In fact, they perpetuate the problem. This is a further
reason why it would have been more appropriate to tell the whistle blower that
the police were aware of the situation.

Figure 7: Second CU Boulder Snapchat of performance
with person on the phone with the police.

The Frontera Experiment Part 2?
If I could do this again, there are few things I would have done differently
to test the outcome and make the intent clearer. At base level, I could have left a
line of tape on the concrete and written The Frontera Experiment or a question
such as “How did you cross the border?” or a statistic on how many people die
crossing the border every year. For example, in 2016, there were three hundred
and twenty two known deaths due to border crossing (U.S. Customs and Border
Patrol). To further clarify intent I could have colored one side of the concrete
with U.S. colors and the other with Mexico colors, or put up a “Welcome to the
United States” sign on corresponding side. However, I also wonder if that would
be too much spoon-feeding. I want to give the audience enough information to
get the point across, but also prefer they make their own connection between
the performance and the current border issue. I would like to get direct feedback
from the participants, and think it would be useful next time to have two people
on either end asking people who crossed what they thought was happening, or
hand them a card with the name of the performance and contact information for
delivering feedback.
Another idea for getting the point across is to have a recurring
performance. Students would become familiar with it, and perhaps its constant
reiteration would lead participants to connect it with the present border issue or
the immigration issue at large, or to ask deeper questions about its intent. If it
occurred in the same spot and the number of bodies on the concrete increased

each time, that would clearly connect the presence of the bodies to increasing
numbers of fatalities. However, repeating the performance in the same place
would probably take away its power, and the authority of the figure handling the
border and the authority of the border itself would diminish. An alternate idea
is for a an additional group of bodies to join each minute, also representing
increased fatalities overtime but without a repeated performance.
THEORY OF ACTIVISM
The Frontera Experiment at its core is based on activating discomfort with
a troubling and unjust situation through the disruption of the quotidian, and
using this disruption to demonstrate the power of borders on access, ease and
opportunity. While it did not nor intend to cause legislative or grassroots
changes, it, at a base level, activated reflection on the feelings and circumstances
that the performance stimulated. This intent echoes Regina José Galindo’s views
on artivists as differing greatly form conventional activists, who measure their
efficacy based on concrete change regarding the associated cause (Performance
166). For Galindo, she does not intend to change the political situation but,
rather, uses her art to make situations known (Performance 166). The Frontera
Experiment acted as an intervention in campus life to bring attention to the issue
of borders.
WHAT IS LEFTOVER?
Personally, I continue to feel the authority figure in me, and it continues
to be at odds with how I want to treat people. To channel one who controls the

border created empathy in me for those whose job it is to work for the president
and interrogate people who are coming from the south. Their desensitization is
necessary for their job. I imagine this is especially difficult for Mexican citizens
who work to patrol the border.
Those who lay on the ground were touched by their inability to speak up
when being asked if they were okay. To stay in their role, they did not permit
themselves to speak. They seem to feel and resonate with not being counted, not
being able to have their voice heard, and also being bypassed.
As for those who tried to cross and felt frustration, I wonder if that
frustration stayed with them. I wonder if they are reflecting on those feelings
that arose out of being denied access to their route to opportunity that they
usually take for granted.
Video documentation has been left behind, and I presented it to my
Spanish class. They were touched by the performance and saw it as a clear
message, but this was after I explained which side represented the U.S. and
which side represented Mexico. It seems that knowing this information is
important in understanding the intent of the performance and connecting
personal reflection to political reflection. What is left behind is clarity about
what is important to convey next time to make the message resonate clearly.
CONCLUSION
The choice to use performance as a way to provoke reflection about
borders is one that required people to interact and acknowledge the installation.

Even those who tried to dismiss it could not ignore the border. Even for them
they had to shift their body position to get through. The disruption of the flow of
a privileged community intervened, at least momentarily, in their ease of access
to their education or job. Each person who encountered denied entry at the
border did not doubt their belonging to where they were going, and I wonder
how performance could disrupt one’s sense of belonging and inspire reflection
on who belongs where and why. Since it is unclear if empathy with immigrants
was evoked, I would like to add a layer that clarifies the distinction between the
sides that are divided.
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